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CLEMSON IS SEEKING BUILDING FUNDS
Tigers Tie G. W. U. 0 to 0; Blasted by Gamecocks 7 to 0
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C. Colleges May
BENGALS STUN FANS WASHINGTON TRIP IS S. Secure
Loans ENTIRE CADET CORPS BIRDS SHOW GREAT
BY HOLDING TOUT
From Gov t
HIGH POINT OF YEAR
MADE COLUMBIA TRIP DRIVE-CHECKED BY
Entertained CaCOLONIALSJN CHECK AlumnidetsClub
There is a possibility of Clem- Annual Trip to State Fair
GOAL UNE DEFENSE
in Great Style
Gfive Cadets Much Pleasure
son obtaining Federal Public Works
Neely's
Eleven
Completely
A little over two weeks ago about
Overruns Washington in
half of the corps went on a trip
Final Three Quarters
which they will talk about for the
rest of the year. Nearly 60 0 cadets
STATISTICS OP GAME
took advantage of the reduced rates
GW Clemson via special train and made the trip
First downs
9
10
to the Nation's Capital.
Yards gained rushing 1S2
185
The train left Calhoun at 6:30
Forward passes attpt.
5
3
Wednesday evening and arrived iu
F'wd passes completed
1
2
Washington at 7:15 Thursday mornYards gained passes
1
43
ing. After detraining, the battalPasses intercepted by
0
2
ion was marched to the Washington
Punts
6
8
Tourist Camp where the men were
*Av. dist. on punts
42
32
assigned to the cottages. The rest
Penalties
8
5
of the morning was spent in trips
Yds. lost by penalties 45
35
to nearby points of interest, most
Fumbles
2
3
of the cadets going to the Bureau
Own fumble recovered 1
3
of Printing and Engraving and to
Yards lost on fumbles
3
8
the Washington Monument.
*From line of scrimmage.
In theaft ernoon 15 special sight
seeing buses and an escort of police
Outgamed in the first half and took the visitors for a lengthy trip
outplayed in the second, George over Washington and the surroundWashington
University's
heavily ing country. While in Arlington tile
backed football team was held to cadets visited the Tomb of the Una scoreless tie by a fast and well- known Soldier and the grave of Lt.
drilled 'Clemson eleven the night ot James McHugh. Cadet Col. SchlrFriday, October 13 at Griffith Stad- mer placed a wreath on the former
ium, Washington, D. C. It was re- while Lt. €ol. Bigger did a like ofcorded as a moral victory for the fice for the latter. Another high
visitors, who entered the'' fray ex- spot of the trip was an hour stop ai
pecting defeat and hoping to hold IMIt. Vernon.
its rival to a low score.
'Friday morning a steady rainfall
But the 10,000 stunned spectators made it necessary to call off the
who came to see the Washington parade through the streets of Washschool ride triumphantly tol itsl third ington and most of the men emconsecutive victory were rudely jolt- ployed this time in seeing the vared by the bitter and brilliant de- ious, sights. Places of special Infense of the lightly regarded un- terest being the Capitol, the White
derdogs.
Three times Clemson's House, Smithsonian Institute, Linyellow-jerseyed stalwarts were shov- coln Memorial, and other public
(Continued on page seven)
(Continued on page eight)

Funds for needed buildings on the
campus along with other state institutions in the immediate future.
Over $3,000,000,000 have been
allotted by the Federal Government
for its Public Works program to
provide jobs for unemployed and
to stimulate industries throughout
the United States. This money is i
to be loaned to the states at a very
low rate of interest and may be
paid back over a period of 30 years.
Clemson is asking for $740,000
for the construction of the following:
An Agricultural Building
A Textile Building
An Improved Water Supply
Faculty Living Quarters.
Plans are being prepared by the
college for these seveaaE structures
so as to have the applications in
the hands of the State Planning
Board prior to December 15. The
Planning Board was appointed by
Governor Blackwood to consider requests for loans by state institutions.
Before any of these funds can
be used by South Carolina for
buildings at the several institutions
it will be necessary for the Legislature to pass an Enabling Act
meeting the requirements of the
Federal Government.
Never in the history of Clemson
or the other state institutions has
there been such an opportunity to
obtain needed buildings and improvements at such a low rate of
interest.
A special issue of THE TIGER
giving details will be published in
the near future.

Scabbard and Blade to Render
Salute in Honor T. R. Roosevelt NOTED ENGINEER TO
On October 27 the various com- 30 years ago at the University of
BE HERENEXT WEEK
panies and alumni posts of the Wisconsin by five cadet officers, and
national society ot Scabbard ana
Blade located at 78 universities and.
colleges and a number of our larger cities, celebrate the anniversary
of the birth of former President
Theodore Roosevelt as the National
Scabbard and Blade Day.
Company K, 7th Regiment, the
local Company at Clemson A. & M.
College is observing this event by
a special meeting to be held at the
banquet hall tomorrow night. At
this time Dr. E. W .Sikes, Col. R.
John West, Captains Sharp, Hoy,
Ramsey, and Lt. Searcy will he
taken into the society as honorary
members.
In the afternoon of Friday October 27, Scabbard and Blade will
decorate the Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier at Arlington Cemetery, at
Washington, D. C, in memory of
the three thousand members of the
organization who participated in the
World War.
The National Society of Scabbard and Blade was founded nearly

last year a Memorial Flagpole was
erected at that institution by the
National Society in honor of the
founders. It now has 72 chapters
in 45 states and a total membership
of approximately 20,000.
The purpose of the society is to
defend American traditions and
ideals, promote the interests of R.
O. T. C. training, preserve and develop the essential qualities of good
and efficient officers and to spread
intelligent information concerning
the military requirements of oui
country.
Active membership in Scabbaru
and Blade is limited to outstanding
cadet officers in the R. O. T. C.
units. They are selected by members of the chapter based upon
their proficiency in military science,
academic subjects, character ana
other attributes.
Officers of the
regular army, national guard and
organized reserves may be elected
to associate membership. Honorary
membership is conferred on civilians.

Dr. J. O. Perrine, Under Auspices of A. I. E. E.s Will
Address Cadets
1 On Friday, November 3, Dr. J. O.
Perrine, a noted physicist and electrical
engineer, will visit Clemson to make an
address on some subject of vital interest to engineers. Dr. Perrine is making a tour of important cities and colleges in the southeastern section of the
United States under the auspices of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers and the College is very fortunate
in getting Dr. Perrinee to visit this institution and speak to its engineering students.
Dr. J. O. Perrine of the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company is a
graduate of Iowa, Michigan, and Cornell Universities. During the War he
was Captain in the Signal Corps, in
charge of telephone and radio, at the
Signal Corps Officers Training School,
Yale University. He remained at Yale
on the Engineering faculty until 1921,
(Continued on page two)

For the third time this fall, the
green campus of Tigertown took
on a deserted appearance as the
Corps journeyed to Columbia to
witness the annual fracas between
Clemson and Carolina and to participate in the many activities of
Fair Week in the Capital City.
Every device of modern (and
ancient) transportation known to
civilization was utilized in the
conveying of some 1150 cadets to
the Palmetto center.
Converted
trucks, delapidated "strips", trains
and even a lone airplane were In
evidence, carrying the followers of
the Purple and Gold, to the site of
the grid encounter.
The student body sat en masse
at the game, as of past years, but
the seats were a bit nearer the
center of the field than they have
been formerly.
The four cheerleaders—Witherspoon, Allen, Lawrence, and Bowie kept things humming throughout the battle, and
the spirit ran high, even when defeat grimly stared the Tiger in the
face.
The Neely-men found themselves
up against a better aggregation,
and several times prevented possible touchdowns only by holding
the Gamecocks for downs in the
shadow of the goal posts.
The
ball playing of the Clemson team
v. as not up to the standard displayed against N. C. State and the
George Washington Colonials, but
as a whole, it was fairly steady.
Hambright carried over the oval
for the only score of the game,
early in the first quarter, but Harold Mauney, Columbia Hi grad,
was the star of the contest, and
gained more yardage by himself
than did the entire visiting team.
(Continued on page two)

Mauney Tossed "Touchdown
Pass" to Hambright ■—McCown and Heinemann Good
on Defense
With the renewal of the long
series of colorful Clemson-Carolina
clashes, the Carolina Gamecocks,
displaying a beautiful running attack, downed their ancient foe, the
Clemson Tiger by a score of 7 to
0. The game, 31st of the series of
football games begun in '9 6, was
played before a capacity crowd of
15,000 last Thursday at the State
Fair Grounds.
The feeling between the two institutions was of the same high order that it has been for so many
years and the Old Gold and Purple
of Clemson vied with the Garnet
and Black of Carolina as they waved proudly in an October breeze
that fanned, the State Fair field in
this last Carolina-Clemson game to
be played on it.
New Stadium Next Year
The 1909 battle—the first between the two institutions on this
ground—was won by Clemson, 8
to 0, and the farewell game was
won by Carolina by almost the
same score. The new steel stadium,
which will rise within sight of the
present field, will be bigger and
grander and more commodious, but
it will not have the hallowed memories of the old wooden bowl. And
as the crowd filed, out yesterday
afternoon there was a certain touch
of sadness in the fact that so far
as Carolina-Clemson games are concerned the pine stadium has seen
its day. If it could talk, each seat
could tell its own tale of thrills and
disappointments, of joys and of sorrows during its 25 years of use.
(Continued on page two)

Dr Sikes, Lt. Col WestEt. Al
Play "Fish" Friday Afternoon
The show starts at 4:30 tomorrow afternoon, boys, and
it's free, gratis, and for nothing.
The place: Bowman Field.
The principals: Dr. E. W.
Sikes, PhD., LL.D., president of
Clemson A. & M. College; R.
John West, Lieutenant Colonel,
Infantry, P. M.#S. & T., Commandant of Cadets, Clemson
College; Thomas A. Hoy, Captain, Infantry, Assistant P. M.
S. & T.; William B. Sharp.
Captain, Infantry, Assistant P.
M. S. & T.; G. L. Ramsey, Captain, Infantry, Assistant P. IVlS. & T.; Frank T. Searcy, Lieutenant, Infantry, Assistant P.
M. S. & T.
Just a moment, though. This
announcement
should
have
stated that Dr. Sikes thinKs

he's president of Clemson, ana
Colonel West thinks he's Commandant, but at 4:30 tomorrow every mother's son 'em
becomes A FISH.
Looks as
though there will be six BIG
fish out of water, and right in
the middle of Bowman Fiela.
The "entertainment" is being sponsored by the local
chapter of Scabbard and Blade
when they begin induction ceremonies for the above notables
who are to become honorary
members of the national military
society—provided
they
can take it.
Clemson, long famous for its
hoyden initiations, has yet to
witness the cream of the crop.
Come early and watch Colonel
West try and drill a squad,
It's bound to be good.
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COLUMBIA TKIP
(Continued from page one)
Many fond recollections of tne
events there rest in the hearts and
minds of South Carolinians. Thru
Uniforms were in evidence over
the entire Fair grounds during the
day, and dolls, stuffed dogs, canes,
and even hams were tucked under
many Tiger arms, or carried, uy
feminine companions.
The holiday extended until Sunday, and the A & M institution
was well represented at the dances
and other social functions held in
the Capital City over the week-end.

NOTED ENGINEER
(Continued from page one)
when he went to the Department of
Development and Research of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company.
Here he worked on fundamental physical
problems in dial telephone systems. He
has been constantly associated with development activities and is now Associate Editor of the Bell System Technical Journal, which is devoted to the
scientific and engineering aspects of electrical communication.
In 1927 he was representative of the
A. T. & T. Company at the World's
Congress of Physicists at Como, Italy.
These Congresses were held in commemoration of the 100th anniversary of
Alessandro Volta famous electrical pioneer, whose name gives us the electrical
term "volt". In 1928 and 1930 he gave
the De Forest lecture on communication
at Sheffield Scientific School, Yale University.
The subject and the time of Dr. Perrine's address will be announced later.

CAROLINA GAME
(Continued from page one)
the colorful history of metings of
the Gamecock and the Tiger there
are numerous deeds and performances that have etched certain names
impresaively on the thoughts of
lovers of good football and clean
rivalry.
Carolina Scores
The Gamecock counter came In
the middle of the first quarter soon
after Joe Cathcart fumbled a Carolina punt and Carolina recovered on
the Clemson 26.
Mauney went over right tackle to
the 16-yard mark. He got a yard, at
left tackle before he was stopped by
Stanley Fellers. Hambright fumbled
on the next play and Joe Shinn recovered for a 5-yard gain. On the
next play a 15-yurd penalty for
holding put the ball on the Clemson 25 near the center.
Mauney started toward left end
while Hambright and Wilburn Clary
opened a path for him. Then suddenly, he shot a short pass to Hambright about three yards over the
line of scrimmage.
The Clover
luminary, one time winner of the
Jacobs medal offered for the staters
best interferer, cut toward the side
line, then slashed and wheeled hia
way back toward the center and
crosesd the goal line standing.
With Manuey holding the ball, he
kicked from placement for the extra point and. by so doing gave
the ClemsonJCarolina series a perfect record in points after touchdowns during Carolina's last three
consecutive victories.
Another march ' put the Gamecocks on the Clemson 5-yard line
with fourth and four to go.
Quarterback Mauney called for a
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field goal attempt with Hambright
attempting a placement, but the
snap from center was bad. Hambright recovered the ball and ran.
He was stopped on the Clemson
15 and Carolina lost possession or
the ball there.
Tiger Offense Off
Only twice did Clemson have
possession of the ball in Carolina"s
territory and. their farthest advance
was the 32-yard line.
This was
shortly after the third period Began.
A snap from center to Mauney on
the fourth down got loose and the
Tigers took the ball on the Carolina 49. At this point Coach Neely
sent in Henry Woodward, Clemson's triple-threat ace.
It was
the first time the blond flash, a
Columbia boy, had been in a game
since he injured a knee in the opening game with P. C.
Rallying with time-honored Clemson fortitude when their goal was
neared, the Bengals, though badly
outgained, held to one touchdown a
score that statistics would label
about two more.
Clemson spent
the day defending its final line and
in the more than two hours of battling, never got nearer than 32
yards of the Carolina goal and only
twice passing midfield.
Not once
did the Aggies threaten enough to
scare the Birds and, without reversal of form would not have made
a touchdown, against Carolina had
the game gone on for the rest of
the afternoon.
The punting of Mauney, Gamecock quarterback, was superior, nls
passing was excellent, his generalship was steady and inspiring and
his running was some of the prettiest ever seen on a Columbia field.

On the line plays his way was often
blocked, but be stepped back out of
the way of tacklers, counted on an
interference that relied on him,
and waited for the openings that
usually appeared.
His. use of the help accorded him
could not have been bettered and
his mates could rest assured that
every effort they made to clear the
way for him was rewarded by every ounce of his ability and willingness to carry forward the colors or
Carolina.
Outsmarting, outrunning and outguessing his opponents,
he piled up a gross total rushing
gain of 147 yards.
Heinemann and McCown Good
Captain John Heinemann was the
outstanding man in the Clemson
line, both on offense and, defense.
Seldom did he fail to open the way
for his backs when plays were
headed his way and he stopped most
of the Carolina assaults against his
side of the line. In Yarborougn,
center, he had a very capable running mate and T. I. Brown and W.
C. Dozier played well at the tackles.
Slick McCown did yeoman duty
backing up the line. He was the
only Clemson man to play the entire game.
Co-starring with him
in the backfield was Gene Willimon,
who was always consistent in everything he was called upon, or
found it his opportunity to do.
The Birds found the center or
the Clemson line almost impregnable.
They galloped around ends
and inside and over tackles for
most of their large total of 254
rushing yards.
Twice the Gamecocks tV°ve- as
far as the 1-yard line but were unable to push across.
This was
largely because the Tigers' stellat-
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secondary, which moved up with
the primary defense and presented
a compact wall that hedged ana
stopped all Carolina thrusts at the
goal line.
Neither team resorted often to its
aerial weapons.
Clemson tried 4
passes and completed, none.
Carolina completed 3 out of 5 for 39
yards, one for a touchdown.
Today's
victory
by
Carolina
brought its' total number of wins
to 11 since the rivalry was started
in 1S96.
Pos.—Clemson (0)
Carolina (7)
LE—Fellers
Epps
LT—Brown
Johnson
LG—Heinemann (c) (c) Moorehead
Shinn
C—Yarborough
Fowble
RG—Inabinet
Huskey
RT—Dozier
Craig
RE—Watson
Mauney
QB—Willimon
Hambright
LH—Stevens
W. Clary
RH—Cathcart
/IcDougall
FB—McCown
Score by periods:
Clemson
Carolina

SENIOR REMINDER TO PAY
FO R TAPS SPACE
Seniors are reminded that
half of their TAPS space
($2.50) is due by November
3.
All cli tsses pay their TAPS
space in the following rooms.
1st. Bat.—Room 201
2nd. Bat.—Room 623
3rd. Bat.—Room 721
(Signed) R. F. Jenkins
Bus. Mgr. Taps '34.

mat youin your
want
pipe
... is tobacco that's made to
smoke in a pipe. This means the right
kind of leaf tobacco—the kind that
grows for pipes.
It means that it's made right . . .
and old man Wellman, who taught us
how to make Granger, knew how. It
means that it's cut right.
Just pack Granger good and
a sensible rpackage
n
±*ji '
10 cents

tight in your pipe and strike
r, „
,., .
M ,
a match,
h oiks seem to like it.

(^ranger Rough Cut
the tobacco that's MADE FOR PIPES
1933.
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J. M. CAU6HMAN KILLED BULLETIN INDEXED
IN REGENT ACCIDENT
BY AGJD. STAFF
Member Class of '29, Fatally
Injured Attempting to
Assist Friend
James M. Caughman, Class of
'29, was killed last week when he
fell from a riding device at a
carnival in Columbus, Georgia. At
the time, he was in the Civilian Architectural Service at Fort Benning,
Ga.
While at Clemson, he was a
charter member of Tau Beta Pi, in
the Eta Epsilon Sigma fraternity,
member of the Fourth Corps Area
Rifle Team at Camp Perry, Ohio,
art editor of the '29 Taps, and a
first lieutenant during his senior
year.
After finishing in Architecture, he
was an Engineering draftsman foithe State Department of Education
for several years. Following this,
he enlisted in the Architectural Service at Fort Benning, Ga., and. was
transferred from there to New York
City. He was then transferred bacx
to Columbus where he was stationed
at the time of his death.
His death was the result of an
attempt to prevent his companion,
Miss Vera MnlUns, from heing injured in falling. His body struck
the enclosure after the riding device
broke, killing him immediately.
Miss Mullins was only slightly injured.
Mr. Caughman
was originally
from Columbia, S. C, where his
parents now reside.

"Agricultural Education" Doef
Great Work in South
The Vocational Agricultural Education staff at Clemson has completed a valuable and comprehensive work in the indexing of the
bulletin "Agricultural Educationwhich has been published by trie
School of Vocational Education for
nine years. The work involved the
indexing of approximately 2000
pages of experimental, data that
have been published in the bulletin.

typical example of its use by high
school agricultural teachers of other states is a request received from
a teacher in North Carolina who
said, "Can you continue to send
me 'Agricultural Education'. . . I
do not want to be without this
valuable teaching material."
Bound copies of "Agricultural
Education" may be secured at a
small cost by any one desiring
them. Editors of the bulletin are
W. G. Crandall, T. L. Ayers, A. J.
Paulus, and Dorothy Gary of the
School of Vocational Education.

INDUSTRIAL ED. PROFS
AID TRADEJEACHERS

The index makes it possible to
find quickly any information de- Three Men Assist in Training
sired in any of the bulletins ana
Continuation Teachers
should be of considerable help to
agricultural teachers and students
Members of the Industrial faculty
in high schools of the state taking assisted in the training of 138
agricultural courses.
continuation school teachers of the
Parker District School, Greenville,
"Agricultural Education" is a
all last week.
The continuation
rather unque bulletin. During the
teachers represented 28 counties 01
nine years it has been published an
the state.
They will teach coneffort has been made by the editors
tinuation education for employed
to assemble Experimental Station
and unemployed groups over 14
Jata that are of most importance
years of age in their respective
to the farmers of South Carolina
communities.
and present them in instructional
It is possible that at least 100
form for high school students.
strictly vocational teachers will be
The bulletin enjoys wide circula- trained at a later date who will
tion, there being over 5000 copies teach trade courses in practically
mailed out each month of the year. every community of the state with
All teachers of agriculture in the population enough to warrant such
state are subscribers and it is used a teacher.
L. R. Booker, H. S. Tate, an,"
as a textbook by students of vocaT. L. Ayers were those from Clemtional agriculture in high schools.
Several colleges of other states "in assisting in the training prouse the bulletin as a textbook. A gram last week.
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CGLLECE PROF. HOLDS CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
buESSING COMPETITION
HORTICULTURE CLUB
Huntington, W. Va.— (IP)—Love
for a good joke led Dr. A. R. Hailey to point to the portrait of a
hoary, bespectacled gentleman hanging above his desk in his classroom,
with the admonition that each member of his literature class write the
name of a gentleman on a slip of
paper and hand it in. The Marshall College students obeyed.
. The results fully justified the
purpose of the trick. One student
admitted he didn't know who the
man was. The others all gave answers, and none guessed the right
■jne.

One, to be sure, wrote "Santa
Claus" on his slip of paper, another said, "It looks like you," but
these insinuations were more than
offset by the slip which stated that
the picture was that of John Keats,
who died, cleanshaven, in his 26th
year.
There was less seriousness
in one report that it was Mae West.
Some of the answers which did
not particularly surprise the professor were that the picture was
that of Longfellow, Whittier, James
Russell Lowell, Browning, and Geo.
Bernard Shaw.
Then votes went
to Chief Justice John Marshall, godfather of Marshall College.
Others thought it was Noah Webster, Flo Zeigfield, General Garnt,
Stephen B. Elkins, Louis. Pasteur,
The Parthenon, student nawspaper, asked Dr. Halley whose the
picture was.
, "I don't know", said Doctor Halley.

The Horticulture Club held its
regular meeting at the Greenhouse
Tuesday night after supper.
At
this meeting a very interesting talk
on bananas and its habits was given by Professor Musser.
In his talk, Professor Musser told
how the banana was used as a
food, how it grew, where it grew
in greatest abundance, and something about its flowering and fruiting habits.
He pointed out the
fact that more bananas were used:
in the United 'States than apples.
After his talk the club sampled the
bananas that Profesosr Musser used
as examples and found them to be.
very good.
YORK COUNTY CLUB
The students from York county
October 8, for the purpose of organizing a County Club.
At the
meeting the following officers were
elected: A. W. Koon, president;.
J. K. Hope, vice-president; and.
Brice Latham, secretary and treasurer.
The purpose of the club is to.
get the boys from York county better acquainted, to better acquaint
high school students with Clemson,
and to sponsor a dance somewhere
in the county each year during
the Christmas holidays.
There are about 40 cadets from
York county at Clemson and quite
a bit of interest is being taken ia
the club.
Meetings will be held twice a
month.

keep coming back
to that word "balanced"
on the back of the
Chesterfield package
YOU often hear the word balance —
something is out of balance—topheavy, not on an "even keel."
What you read, "Chesterfield Cigarettes
are a balanced blend," means that the right
amounts of the right kinds of tobacco are
welded together; that is, home-grown tobaccos, the right kind, the right quantity—
are blended and cross-blended with tobaccos from Turkey and Greece.
When these tobaccos are balanced one
against the other, then you have a mild
cigarette.
When they are in balance, then you have
a better-tasting cigarette.
May we ask you to read again the statement
on the back of the Chesterfield package?
May we ask you to try Chesterfield?

A Balanced Blend
© 193}.
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Washingtonians Applaud Conduct of Cadets in D. C.
Washington, D. C.
October 20, 1933

'HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"
Pounded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the
college session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.

Dr. E. W. Sikes, President
the Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson College, S. C.

Dear Doctor Sikes:
First i want to tell you we were
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson Col- very much disappointed that you
lege, South Carolina.
were unable to accompany the Cadet Corps and the football team to
Member South Carolina College Press Association.
Washington.
Member Intercollegiate Press
No doubt you hav.e had a detailed
report of the trip, which we consider an outstanding event, and
which I am sure was of great beneEDITORIAL STAFF
fit to tne student body from an
.- Editor-in-Chief
W. L. LEVER ETTE
educational standpoint. The newsAssociate Editor
P; H. LATIMER
papers have been most generous
-Managing Editor
D. A. BARNES
and everyone in the vicinity of
-Managing
Editor
W. C. COBB
_
Washington is now familiar with
— Athletic Editor
J. SHERMAN -.
the activities of Ciemson College.
M. S\ f. BLITCH
—Associate Athletic Editor
I wish to tell you the Cadet Corps
G. CHAPLIN
-Associate Athletic Editor
conducted themselves in a manner
Y. M. C. A. Editor
W. J. BURTON _
creditable to any group.
F. R. ILER
~
— Exchange Editor
The Honorable Daniel C. Roper
Fea ture Editor
A. S. THOMAS —
invited
the student body to visit
Feature Editor
R. B. EATON
him in the Commerce Building on
Saturday morning at which time
Staff Reporters
he briefly addressed them and then
K. W. Ackis, J. C. Burton, J. D. Brown, S. A. Cooler, J. L, DeLoach
had them inspect the building. A
C. E. Farmer, H. B. Gassaway, R. M. Hunt, P. D. Johnson,
letter to Mr. Roper would also be
WI B. Leland, J. H. M. Madden, J. Metz, S. W. Page,
appreciated.
C. H. Hollis, B. G. Price, O. G. Rawls, S. D.
With kindest personal regards,
Smart, S. R. Spann, G. W. Speer,
I
am
T. S. Strange, W. B. Barber
Sincerely yours,
BUSINESS STAFF
Washington Chapter
J. F. JAMES
-Business Manager
Clemson Alumni
Business Associates
Edgar Morris, President
A. T. McSWAIN, G. WARREN

CIRCULATION STAFF
W, ,B. PERRY ...J. R. HUTCHESON

Associate

Circulation Manager
Circulation Manager

Circulation Associates
C. C. GIBSON AND K. W. McGEE

EDITORIAL
THE TIGER IS FOR COACH NEELY
When Jess Neely came to Clemson nearly three years ago
to become head coach, great things were expected of him.
His predecessor had made a great name for himself during
his stay at Clemson. He had had wonderful football material
and had produced several powerful teams that made quite a
name for themselves and their coach. So why shouldn't
Coach Neely be expected to turn out the same sort of teams?
Two football seasons came and passed, and Clemson football struck the lowest level of decades at the college. Defeat
followed defeat. Teams that had once appeared on the
Tigers' schedule as "breathers" became nightmares who
trampled the Bengals underfoot.
Still the alumni and others interested in Clemson teams
had faith in Coach Neely. They -realized that it takes players of calibre to make a winning football team, and they knew
that Coach Neely just didn't have them. His teams played
good, sound football, but they didn't have enough to win. Everybody thought: Just give him time.
The fall of 1933 came and it appeared that Clemson's
"time" had arrived. The football team boasted an all-state
lineman and back. Her freshman team the previous year had
been proclaimed the best in the South. The newspapers ballyhooed their prospects until Clemson appeared a world beater. After the first five games Clemson had lost two games,
tied two, and won one.
During this series of games dissension began to arise.
"Why doesn't Neely win more games? He's got the best material in the state. There must be something wrong with the
coaches". Thus people began to jump at conclusions. They
forgot that it takes more than newspaper publicity to make a
football team. They forgot that it takes experience to produce outstanding players and that Coach Neely had to reply
to a great extent upon unseasoned sophomores, and injuries
had thinned his veteran ranks.
However, needless.to say, those who really understand
the situation have never lost faith in Coach Neely. He has
had to take what he could get and try to develop a football
team from it. Most of the men on Clemson's team right now

Washington, D. C.
October 20, 1933
Dr. E. W. Sikes, President
The Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson College, S. C.
Dear Doctor Sikes:
It was my privilege to attend, the
meeting of the Clemson Alumni
here day before yesterday and meet
many of my old college friends.
The Clemson Corps made a fine
impression on the citizens of Washington. The appearance was splendid and they showed more pride
than at any time I had seen them
in many years.
The football team was a pleasant
surprize to everyone for it was
predicted that George Washington
would make monkeys out of them
and have an easy victory of at

least three touchdowns.
During
the beginning of the game I thought
they would run away with Clemson
but this did not materialize and
the Tigers soon found themselves
and had everything their own way
for three-fourths of the game and
we feel proud of the splendid showing they made.
Coach Neely has certainly done
some fine work with a bunch of
young men and I can speak for the
Alumni as being well pleased with
him.
The platoon drill had 11,000 visitors cheering and won the admiration of everybody and Washington is commenting upon its excellence and precision today.
What pleased me most was the
fact that there was scarcely any
drinking among the cadets.
The
(Continued on page six)

THE INDIAN
THE CADET
Here's to the boys in the grey uniforms
And then there is that weak one told
That reside in the "Dell' by the sea, on the V. M. I. rat that sent his pants
You overwhelm each gal with a roaring to the Associated Press !!!
storm,
What men you Cadets must be!
ALABAMA CRIMSON-WHITE
Military training is not as tough at
But you should be good, you get enough Alabama in comparison with other Universities. Any student at the University
drill
of Minnesota, registered for Military
And solitary confinement,
To make your plans to acquire such Drill and who is reported to the Dean's
office by the Military Department as
skill
THE
In your peaceful and iron-barred en- failing to attend will be dropped from
AMATEUR DETECTIVE
the University for the balance of the
vironment.
quarter.
But those Clemson men are close behind,
DUKE CHRONICLE
With hoes and milk-buckets clanking,
Curves a la Mae West may be in
Wiho say you guys just shoot a line
And take for granted your ranking? vogue among the majority of Ameri|
! can co-eds, but members of the fair sex
By Joe: Barnwellh
So square your corners and drill and at Tulane have expressed a decided
preference for the streamlined figure.
drill
No. 1
Green vegetables and a cigarette before
And pay no attention to me,
■ ,-,A /SMART TRICK
But if you want to get a old time thrill, meals keep the Louisianians from goPwtrf. Jeans and Sergeant Parks
ing back to that "come up sometime"
View the big he-men of Newberry.
were walking across the park on
:
avoirdupois.
their way home when tltey came
upon the unconscious form of. AT- Hy,\ there "Dumas", the General's heel,
THE KENTUCKY KERNEL
And .the rest of the crew also,
thuir Brown, foreman of the CresIf the sweet young thing says that
Space
doesn't
permit
to
continue
my
cent Excavating Company. He was
she is only waiting for a buss, why up
speel,
bound to a small oak tree. Quickly
and give her a smack, for according to
One
day
next
Tuesday
I'll
write
some
untying him, Prof. Jeans and his
the dictionary, "buss" means! "kiss."
more.
friend carried Brown to a bencn
—Pete Coleman, '34.
and bathed his face with a wet
THE VIRGINIA TECH
handkerchief.
Presently the man
One of the new freshman rules at
ALABAMA
CRIMSON-WHTE
groaned and opened his eyes.
The University of 'North Carolina is Roanoke College is that whenever a
"Quick", he said, "The money—it's
to
have a new battle song. This song, freshman talks to a coed on the campus
stolen."
he must keep both hands well above his
"What money"? inquired Jeans. by Kay Kiser, is built up on all tradi- head.
tional
songs
and
yells
of
the
university.
"The pay roll for all the men. 1
Kyser is doing this in an attempt to rehad over $2000."
vive
cheering at his Alma Mater.
"Come, tell us all about it",
. THE DUKE CHRONICLE
urged the Professor.
THE
VIRGINIA
TECH
"Well", began Brown, "1 was
It is the opinion of many upperTemple University has selected a
coming home through the park with
classmen that only freshmen should
group
of
forty
super
students
from
its
the money in my pocket. I saw a
cheer at the games. If there were
man following me so I stopped. He freshman class to be this year's Xno other reason, the fact that the
came on up and asked for a matcii. Group. The X-Group is given no defifreshman class is too small a unit
nite
course
of
study,
no
credits
are
When I reached for the match, he
to give a good demonstration of
earned,
no
marks
given
and
class
attendknocked me senseless with someorganized cheering should be suffiance
is
not
compulsory.
The
first
two
thing shiny and tied me up."
cient to make them change their atProf. Jeans bent over and ex- years are to be devoted to a study of
titude and exercise their privilege
world
problems,
and
the
ability
of
the
amined a large lump behind his
of encouraging the team.
student
to
think
through
these
probleft ear. "Some blow he gave you.
Last spring the Trident club was
That was a smart trick, but your lems and deal with them will deterformed
for the purpose of reviving
mine the quality of his education for
pal hit youl too hard".
the
ol'
Duke
spirit and entertaining
How did Jeans know it was a this period. During the next two years
the opposing teams. The members
the
student
may
take
courses
of
his
trick?
are making plans for the first game
own choice.
(Solution on page six)
and the big games that will follow.
They are ready—they are anxious—
are South Carolina boys, boys who are not being paid to play to lead the revival, but unless the
football for Clemson. Quite a few teams in this section and student body responds wholeheartedly the movement will fail.
others have stars who once came to Clemson, but did not stay
The lack of interest in cheering
because other colleges offered them lucrative inducements to is not peculiar to Duke, or to this
play football for them. And in the meantime, Coach Neely section of the country. Other inis clearing the Athletic Association of debts for which he is stitutions ha^e the same problem,
and they, too, are taking steps to
not responsible.
solve that problem. Will you help
We stand convinced that football and athletics as a solve our problem?
Freshmen
and
upperclassmen,
whole at Clemson are on a sounder basis now than they have
support the Trident club and help
ever been. We have every confidence in Coach Neely and his
improve the cheering at the games
capabilities and still believe that he has what it takes to pro- this year—the team needs it—we
duce winning teams when he gets the material.
all need it!

! I; !
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James, Rhinehardt, Dean and CampChicago scientists have hailed the
bell.
Mae West trend as a boon to mothDrawings for the tournament:
erhood because of the increased
Only first round games are given
plumpness it has engendered in
below.
women.
Monday, October 3 0
Handball tournaments in singles
4:15—A vs. B
and doubles will be held in the Y
Three girls, all under 12, were
5:00—G vs. K
gym beginning November 6
The suspended this fall from the Fall6:30—Band vs. E
handballs may be secured at the Y sington, Pa., schol because they
7:15—Staff vs. I
office for practice.
wore socks.
Socks, their princiTuesday, October 31
Rules—
pal told their parents, are all right
6:30—D vs. L,
1. Games will consist of 21 in the sixth grade, but disgraceful
7:15—C vs. M
points
in the seventh.
Wednesday, November 1
2. Each match will He deterSOPHOMORE COUNCIL
4:15—H vs. winner MvsC mined by the two best out o
f three
5:00—F vs winner Dvsl, games.
The tournaments will be conductMore detailed information win
3. Arrangements for the use of ed on an open basis for all stube given each team. Tournament
the courts must be made in ad- dents at Clemson. Instruction will
The Sophomore Council of the
matches will consist of the two best vance.
be given those who desire it.
Y M C A met in the club room of
out of three 15-point games.
the Y Monday night for its regusiMMH»»:«i'Hig»raaM»d»d»dxi^^
lar meeting. The topic for discussion was the (Mlaster's Indignation.
9
In the discussion, the main point
brought out was that He hated evil
Friday, October 27—"Big Execu
strongly because He loved the peoKl
AT
ple evil was ruining. This indigna- tive" starring Richardo Cortez.
Saturday, October 28—"Arizona
tion always followed His attempt
to
Broadway" with James Dunn,
to find something praiseworthy in
Herbert
Mundin, and Jdan Bennett,.
a man's life and was always ready
to cease when the first sign of pen- A good light comedy with racketeering as a background.
itence appeared.
Monday, October 30—"One Man's
(LONG LENGTHS)
In conclusion, in the words of a
Journey".
Lionel Barrymore picwise Englishman, "Anger is one of
the sinews of the soul; He who ture.
Tuesday, October 31 — "Mama
lacks it hath a maimed mind."
Loves Papa" with Mary Boland anil
Charles Ruggles. A clever comedy
(Look Good and are Good)
oi surburban life in a big city.
Wednesday, November 1—"I CovBALFOUR JEWELRY
SOCIETY CLUB HATS
er the Waterfront" with Claudette
B
Colbert and Ben Lyon.
GRIFFON SUITS
Thursday, November 2—'"Song
of Songs" with Marlene Dietrich.
Coming next montli:
"Too Mluch Harmony"
Company Winners to Vie in
"I'm No Angel"
Regimental Tournament
"Son of Kong"
FINE MEN'S WEAR
"Ann Vickers"
Tennis tournaments, both singles
"Little AVomen"
JHglglBgHlgSaiKilglSSIginillBlHlHasiiiiai
and doubles, will be conducted, on
each company to decide the com^^^^^^t^^^^h^^M^^^^H^ ♦$M$4**~^~^<M^^^
►♦♦<♦♦
pany winners. The company winners will then have-the privilege to
enter a tournament to determine
the regimental winners.
1. Sign up for tournaments in
company athletic officer's room. :•'■
2. Drawings are to be made and
posted on company bulletin board
by or before Saturday > October 28.
3. Entry fee of 10 Cents will be
charged to defray expenses on trophies.
Single award—Tennis Statuette
Doubles award,—Tennis Medals
4. Set time with your opponent
to play off matches.
5. Matches will consist of the
best two out of three sets in the
company tournaments.
6. Company tournaments must
be played off by Friday, November
17.
7. Company winners will draw
up rules to govern regimental tournament.
8. The winner of each matcn
must immediately post the results
on the company bulletin 'uoard ana
in addition turn in these results to
the Y. M. C. A. office.

Y.M.C.A. HANDBALL
TOURNAMENT NOV. 6

jyems '

CABINET MEETING
The regular meeting of the Y
cabinet was held in the Cabinet
room of the Y Monday evening. The
meeting was opened with sentence
prayers. Following this, plans were
discussed for the student-faculty
meeting to be held in the club
room of the Y next Monday. Work
of the various departments of the
Y was discussed and helpful criticism offered.. Plans were discussed
for getting the work with the
Freshman Councils and Evening
■watch groups under way again. This
work was delayed by the breaks in
the school schedule for the last two
weeks. Various plans for forming
sophomore councils on each company to continue the work done by
the company freshman councils last
year were also discussed.

CAMP ADGEIi

The annual Camp Adger Retreat
of the South Carolina Y W and
Y M C A's was held during the
week-end of October 14 at Camp
Adger, located a few miles above
Pickens. Wade Perry, of Clemson,
president of the retreat for this
.year, presided at most of the meetings.
Forty-seven students were present, representing Clemson. Wmthrop, Limestone, G. W. C, Carolina, P. C, Furman, Erskine, and
Kewberry.
Among the speakers
were Miss Carrie Meares, National
Secretary of the Student Christian
Movement, Mr. Jim Hardwick, one
of the Southern Regional Field'
Council Secretaries, and Mr. Jesse
Wilson, National Secretary of the
Student Volunteer Movement. Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Lanham were host
and hostess, respectively. The music was effectively arranged by Miss
Katherine Pfohl of Limestone who
brought a quartet from the Gaffney
•college.
The program presented, was one
of the most effective ever given ana
the success of the retreat is due
largely to the efforts of Wade Perry
in securing worthwhile speakers.
The president for the coming year
is Miss Lillian Hogarth of Winthrop.
STUDENT-FACULTY

SUPPER.

The Clemson Y was host to several students and, members of the
faculty at a supper in the Y Cafe
Tuesday, October 10. The purpose
of this gathering was to acquaint
the people of the campus with the
work being done by the Y M C A,
especially outside of Clemson. |Mr.
"T. B. Lanham, former state Y seccretary told of the work being carlied out in the state at large. Following this, Mr. Jim Hardwick, assistant southern regional secretary
made an excellent presentation oi
the student movement throughout
the nation. Mr. Claude Nelson,
southern regional Y secretary then
spoke concerning the work of the
Y throughout the world. Mr. Nelson spent about ten years in Europe after the war in the Y work
and was well prepared to discuss
this aspect of the Y work. It is
planned, to have a more informal
meeting in the clubroom of the Tc
next Monday at which time- the
work of the Y here on the campus
will be gone into in detail.

PICTURESJHIS WEEK

NEW SHIPMENT OF BLUE TOPCOATS

HOKE SLOAN'S
SEE MY NEW MOCCASIN SHOES

Y.M.G.A. SPONSORING
TENNIS COMPETITION

HOKE SLOAN
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VOLLEYBALL TOURNEY f
T
BEGINS NEXT WEEK T
The company volleyball tournament to begin next Monday afternoon in the Y M C A gym will climax a schedule of games running
since October 2. Sixty preliminary
games have been played prior to
the tournament; 13 games will be
played in the tournament to determine the Regimental Championship
Volleyball Team.
Fourteen teams
are entered in the tournament with
squads ranging from eight to 20
men. The schedule of preliminary
games was so arranged to give eacn
team two games per week.
The band is the league leader
with a perfect record of six wins.
Men, composing the Band team are:
Newsom, Webb, Schachte, Swails,
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WE WILL FURNISH YOU WITH EVERYTHING YOU
NEED IN COLLEGE

Full Line of Current Magazines
SOD AFOUNTAIN--FREE SCALES
Agents for Crosley Radios
$23.95 and Up

X. (2. d12azlin
^)zua
(Sompanu,
of
no
0
I.&)
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STOKE
♦♦^♦^♦^~$M£<M£<M$M^$M>^^^
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PAGE SIX
IdSTTERS FROM WASHINGTON
(Continued from page two)
conduct as a whole was splendid.
It has always been my desire to
have men who wear Clemson uniforms stand above everything as
"gentlemen from Clemson." I hope
that the Clemson cadets that attend the State Fair this year will
remember they too serve our college with the honor for which they
stand and they will set an example
similar to the one set here in Washington.
With kindest personal regards,
David B. Traxler, '02.
THE POSTMASTER GENERAL.
Washington
October 20, 1933
Dr. E. W. Sikes, President
The Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson College, S. C.
Dear Doctor Sikes:
What little I was able to do to
help in connection with the visit

THE TIGER

THURSDAY,

of the Clemson cadets and members
of the faculty was a real pleasure.
I was thrilled at the splendid showing made against George WashingDr. C. H. Arndt, Clemson Colton and frankly we should have lege—Professor's Amer. Ass'n of
won.
My disappointment is that University Bulletin, 1934
you were not able to be with the
Mr. E. M. Bostwick, Cross Hill—
party.
$1.
Fort Sumter Memorial CommisSincerely yours,
sion—An account of the Fort Sumter Memorial.
J. A. Latimer.
Dr. Wilson Gee, University of Va.
—Research Barriers in the Soutn
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
and Cotton Cooperation in SouthBureau of Fisheries
east
Washington
October 20, 193 3
Dr. E. W. Sikes, President
and that it was a splendid thingThe Clemson Agricultural College
not only for the cadets but for the
Clemson College, S. C.
state as a whole, and especially for
Dear Doctor Sikes:
us South Carolinians who spend a
I thank you for your courteous major part of our time in Washletter of October 18. It was indeed ington. My only regret is that you
a great pleasure for me to con- were unable to be present.
tribute a small part to the entertainment of the Clemson Corps of
Sincerely yours,
Cadets and officials on their recent trip to Washington.
I feel
Chas. E. Jackson,
that it was a very successful even:
Deputy Commissioner.

DONATIONS TO LIBRARY

Mr. Hellams, Laurens—$1.
Frank Hodge, Greenwood—SI.
Prof. J. E. Hunter, Clemson College—Eleven mathematics texts.
R. L. Lee, Clemson College—$1.
Mrs. Oliver Bogg Newton, Pickens—National Portrait Gallery.
Captain F. L. Parks, Fort Leavenworth, Kan.—$5.
J. Strom Thurmond, Edgefield—
$1.
S. Miortimer Ward, Jr., New YorK
City—$2.
Frank D. Wood, Atlanta, Ga.—
Moody's Investors Service.
5 vol.
1932 loose-leaf service.

WEEK-END SPECIALS
CREAM PLIFFS
and
PASTRIES

W CLEMSON BAKERY

OCTOBER

ALASKA INDIAN COMES
MANY MILES TO COLLEGE
Pittsburgh, Pa.— (IP)—With a
bag full of enough dried deer meat
and salt fish to last him throughout
the trip, and just enough money to
pay his carfare and expenses for a
few weeks, Frank Kumata, an Alaskan Indian, left his native land late
in the summer and came here to
study art in the Carnegie Institute
of Technology.
His first automobile ride was a
taxi ride in Chicago.
Kumata had never seen a painting until a few years ago, when
he saw one of an oriental rug. The
picture captivated his imagination,
and he decided to study art.
SOLUTION
Jeans knew it was a trick because the man knew that he had
been tied up. As he was knocked
unconscious and then tied and did
not regain consciousness till he was
untied, he could not know what had
happened.

a
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finest tobaccos
—only the center
leaves
The very heart of Lucky Strike's
fine quality is choice tobaccos—
ripened by warm sunshine, rich
soils and gentle rains. Right now,
up to $100,000,000 worth of fine
Turkish and Domestic tobaccos,
the Cream of the Crop, are aging
and mellowing for the makers of
Lucky Strikes. For only a special .
selection of choice tobaccos is used
in making your Luckies so round,
so firm and fully packed—free from
loose ends. The reason why Luckies
are always the same in mildness,
smoothness, in delicious taste.

Copyright, 1933, The American Tobacco Company.

ALWAYS tkejinest tobaccos
ALWAYS tkejinest workmanship
ALWAYS luckies please!

26, 1933

it's toasted "
FOR THROAT PROTECTION-FOR BETTER TASTE
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VARSITY LEAVES FOR

CUBS MEET LITTLE

MISSISSIPPI BATTLE

HOSE IN CLINTON

THE REALM OF SPORTS
Trr\
rr\
railing 1 he i ig ers Clemson Meets "Ole Miss"
_, with JOE
When the Tigers take the field
against Ole Miss Saturday this alleged scrivener will not be at all
surprised to see the sophomores
representing Clemson to a great extent.
The way those youngsters
have come through and routed the
so-called veterans from their positions is a real sight for sore eyes
and may develop into something big
Jet.
Just take the line, for instance.
Sophomores are playing the ends
most of the time. There are only
three tackles being used and two
of them were members of last year's
.yearling team. The lettermen must
confess that they are having tt
tough time holding to their guard
posts, and while Yarbrough is no:
a sophomore, this is his first yeat
with the varsity and he continues
to get first claim on the pivot post.
Gene Willimon and Alex Stevens
have lived up to all expectations in
the hackfield. Those two boys are
the mainstays of the Tiger team
without a doubt. Both are consistent players and have done a great
deal in the five games thus played.
Slick McCown, another sophomore,
has 'fitted in at the blocking bacK
and line backing position as though
he were made to order. It would
be hard to count the touchdown
marches that he has stopped to
date.
Cathcart and Hinson, two
more who are getting their first
shot at varsity competition, carry
the brunt of the passing attack and
are developing fast.
So what? (As my associate, flVDr.
Chaplin, would say.)
So you can
never be certain of what a sopho«
more team like that will do. One
•week they will be strong enough to
hold off the best of running attacks
and at the same time spirited so as
to run roughshod over the stauncnest of defenses, the next week will
find them playing the entire game
with their backs to the wall and
apparently no hope of ever getting
away from their own goal line.
At present it seems to be alternating by weeks.
Starting with
the Georgia Tech game (we are
trying to forget all about the P.
C. game), a more erratic team
would have been hard to find. Then
came N. C. State and for 60 miintes they never had a chance.
George Washington took the game
the first half and Clemson took it
the second. It was all Carolina—
or rather all Mauney, Clary ana
Hambright—last week.. So Saturday Ole Miss had better be prepared for anything those sophomores might do.

NEW GRIDGRAPH
The gridgraph, owned and operated by the Clemson Athletic Association, was evidently as big a success two weeks ago as was the G.
W.-Clemson game, itself.
While
several hundred took consolation in
the play-by-play account as presented on the gridgraph. And every report of its actions has been very
favorable.
Many campus people attended the
first show just to see what it was
and several who never attend a
football game fell for it like a ton
of bricks, vowing not to miss a
single performance.
The action of the graph is too
complicated to attempt to explain.
However, it is worked by electricity
and every possible play is flashed
on the board just as it actually
happened on the field. It's a real
show, honest, and too good to miss.
It has been announced that the
Clemson-Ole Miss game will be

SHERMAN
presented on the gridgraph in the
college chapel Saturday afternoon.
The admission will be 15 cents for
cadets and 25 cents for others.

!

MISSiSSiPPI TEAM
FRESH AND BIDDIES
COACH DAVIS GALLS
IS UNDEFEATED AND
PLAY SCORELESS TIE OUT HARDWOOD SQUAD
GOAL LINEUNGROSSED Cubs Threaten Three Times

LET'S GO, CUBS
And, as a closing remark, let us Held Alabama to Scoreless Tie
say for the benefit of the freshman
in Major Upset
team that the Corps will not be
satisfied with another tie with a
PLAY IN MERIDIAN
P. C. team.
We want a victory
tomorrow.
MISSISSH'PI GAME
ON GRIDGRAPH
GEO. AVASHINGTON GAME
The Clemson- Mississippi Un(Continued from page one)
iversity game in Meridian will
ed within the shadows of defeat,
be flashed upon the Gridgraph
and three times they clawed their
in the college chapel Saturday
way hack to midfield safety.
afternoon beginning at 3:00
o'clock.
Clemson on Defense
Admission for cadets is 15
Play was in Clemson territory encents and for others 25 cents.
tirely in the first half and a large
part of the third period. Almost
Saturday the Tigers play their
immediately after the opening kick- sixth football game of the season,
ell Clemson's players found them- this time down in the state of Missselves battling with their backs to issippi. Their opponents, the Unithe goal line, Ben Plotnicki engi- versity of Mississippi, have almost
neering the attack that penetrated the toughest team in the Southeastthe visitors' forward wall.
ern Conference. After meeting four
Down to Clemson's 2-yard line foes, among them the powerful Uniwith a crunching drive marched the versity of Alabama, they have not
Colonials.
Tuft'y Leemans bore lost a game and their goal line is
the brunt of the burden, with an still uncrossed.
occasional life from "Blackmare"
In the first game of the season
Davenport and Finis Parrish. Bu;. Ole Miss played a scoreless tie with
with a touchdown seemingly in- Southwestern? The following week
evitable, the Southerners braced, they upset all the dope buckets in
took the ball on downs and puntea the South when they held the powout of danger.
erful Crimson Tide to a scoreless
George Washington outplayed its tie.
guests by a wide markin in the first
The next game found them unhalf, piling up eight first downs to covering an offense to push across
Clemson's two, but the last half told one touchdown and taking Maran entirely different story.
quette into camp 7 to 0.
Last
After satisfying itself with a safe, Saturday found them clicking and
kicking game in the first half, Sewanee was white washed 41-0.
Clemson opened up with a varied
Mississippi's record speaks for the
assortment of forward and lateral brilliance of their defensive game,
passes and reverse days that sent and the flood of touchdowns in the
its backs spinning out into the Sewanee game shows that the of-:
open and down the field for gains fensive game is up to par. Most
ranging from 8 to 19 yards.
of their plays are aimed at the
The Tigei's inaugurated a drive
tackles or just around the end; so
late in the third period that carried far they have not shown a consistover into the final quarter and ent running attack inside the tackdown to G. W.'s 2-yard line Deiore les.
it was stopped.
In the fall of 1929 another Tiger
Hinson Gets Away
team, fresh from a 32-0 victory
"A 19-yard ride off tackle by Hin- over Carolina strayed down into
son, followed by a double-lateral Mississippi to meet the. team from
pass, Hinson to Kissam to Willi- "Ole Miss". Most any of the old
mon, and. a forward pass, Hinson grads can tell you how the flying
to McCown, good for another la feet of Gerald Walker and "Tadyards, featured the attack.
pole" Smith swept through the TigThree stabs at the line were fu- ers on a muddy field and piled up
tile as the Colonials' bristling de- several touchdowns to swamp thb
fense piled up the ball carriers. Bengals.
Plotnicki terminated the drive,
The game will be portrayed in
smearing Lynn on an attemptea the college chapel on the gridgraph
reverse 5 yards behind the line of Saturday afternoon. The corps is
scrimmage.
expected to attend en masse.
The assault of the District Aggregation's goal followed one early
in the third quarter which bogged extricate himself from a group of
down on G. W.'s 8-yard line. A Clemson tackier safter receiving a
pass from Leemans intended lor punt, only to trip over the heels of
Parrish, that fell into the eager a teammate attempting to run inhands of Cathcart, started the fire- terference.
Three of G. W.'s regular ball totworks.
ers
witnessed the game from thb
Clemson clearly outplayed its opBoma
and
ponent in the final period, when it bench — McCarver,
Baker.
With
victory
so
near
and
chalked up seven of its ten firstyet
so
far,
they
could
have
been
downs, one more than George
Washington
made.
The Tigers used to a good advantage.
G.W.
reeled off gains totaling 146 yards Pos.—Clemson
LE—Fellers
Benefield
when they abandoned their precauKolker
LT—Brown
tions and really opened, up.
Stewart,c
LG—Heinemann,c
Interference Ragged
Rathjen
C—Yar bo rough
George Washington's bungling in- RG—Inabinet
Hickman j
terference prevented the Colonials- RT—Dozier
Demmins
backs from getting into the clear RE—Watson
W. Parrish
for any appreciable gains. Time and QB—Willimon
Plutnicki
time again the interference clogged LH—Stevens
Leemans
up holes opened by the line and RH—Cathcart
F. Parrisn
forced the runner to seek another FB—McCown
Davenporr
opening. Near the end of the fray, George Washington
0 0 0 0—0
Leemans appeared to successfully Clemson
0 0 0 0—0

But Fail to Score

Basketeers Hold First Workout Tuesday Night
The Clemson and South Carolina
freshmen elevens plaved to a scoreWith football season only hairles tie Wednesday, October 18, in a
prelude to the big varsity clash at way through, Tiger representatives
in another sport are getting into
noon Thursday, October 19.
The Tiger Yearlings outgained shape. Coach Joe Davis rounded up
the Biddies in the line rushing, 103 his basketball regulars this weeK,
yards to 70, but they couldn't take and has already held the initial
the ball across. They registered 7 practice in the fieldhouse.
The first few weeks will be ocfirst downs to 5 for the home team.
Pour times the Tigers threatened, cupied with fundamental exercises
once in the second and three times in shooting, guarding, passing, ana
in the final period, but each time pivoting. Correct technique in bailthe staunch Gamecocks line turned handling will especially be stressed.
The entire first team of last year,
them back. Once they marched up
to the three-yard line, only to lose with the exception of J. Craig will
be back.
Henry Woodward, Bill
the ball on downs.
There were no outstanding stars Dillard, Harry Shores, and other
for the Biddies, the linesmen play- grid performers who also excel - in
ing a particularly good game. Lee the cage sport will not be available
and Berry were the Clemson bacK- until December 1.
Meanwhile, last year's varsity
field flashes, while Buscher and
Bryant played a good game in the squad and Bob Jones' former frosh
basketeers are daily cavorting about
line.
on the hardwood, being rounded inThe lineups:
S. Carolina to shape for the first pre-season
Pos.—Clemson
games which should come in the
Johnson
LE—McConnell
latter part of December.
Gaft'ney
LT—Bryant
Ted Simons of Charleston is capRoberts
LG—Buscher
Tomlln tain of this year's Tiger quint. Geo.
C—Lewis
Turner Chaplin of Greenville is manager.
RG—Davis
Robelot
RT—Simpson
Overton
It has always seemed to me that
RE—Shuford
Reynolds real people, whether millionaires or
QB—Jameston
Taylor coal miners, could meet and have
LH—Lee
Jeffcoat an interesting and profitable time
RH—Bryan
Derrenbacher together if a proper atmosphere
FB—Berry
0 00 0—0 were created around them.—Mrs.
Clemson
0 00 0—0 Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Carolina
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COMPLIMENTS

OF

Clemson College Laundry

WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF SHOES
BOUGHT AT THE FACTORY, CLOSE OUT
NUMBERS, WHICH WE ARE SELLING

Very Cheap
DRESS OXFORDS AT
DRILL SHOES AT

$2.00 AND $2.50
$2.25; $2.50; AND $3.00

Come in and see these shoes.

They are extra

aargains.

"Judge" Keller
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
^glgggglsrera>a»«a»ffldM>a>ffld»si^^
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SCOOP LATIMER EXPOSES COLLEGE PRESIDENTS
"Oh, I don't know, ask Dr. BaKer."
(Dr. Baker, president of the University of South Carolina was standing nearby.)
"Dr. Baker, who do you think
is going to win?" I asked.
"Who's playing?" Dr. Baker shoi
back.
"Don't you know who's playing?"
"Let me see. Will Rogers was
playing at the Capitol theatre last
week."
"No, no. I mean Clemson and
Carolina are playing football tomorrow."
"Oh, I see, they're playing football tomorrow," Dr. Baker said,
"So that's the reason the students
have given me a day off."
"Now I understand," chimed in
Dr. Sikes, "That's why my cadets
are here today. And I came down
here to check up on them."
"Everything's oke now", botn
the college presidents agreed.

TAPS STAFF ISSUES DEDICATION SERVICES
AT STONE CHURCH
STATEMENT
Every year the question is asked:
"Will we get our TAPS early?"
This question is to be answered
by the student body as well as by
tne TAPS staff. They both have
a good start.
Much work has
already been done on the '3 4 TAPS
and the cadets have cooperated 100
per cent in having their pictures
made.
The staff appreciates this
and is working hard to put out
the best annual ever.
When the staff has finished the
layout for the book the faculty adviser (the college business manager) calls for a financial report,
and if there is not enough money
collected to warrant the payment
of the book, the order is held up.
The staff is more than doing its
part and the student body is expected to cooperate with them by
paying their TAPS space early.
Several of the platoon pictureshave been made in full dress and
they show extremely well.
Bill
Lyles and. George Way have done
some very good art work and all
prospects seem to indicate thai
Clemson is going to have the best
TAPS ever published.

WIDOW OF LT. McHUGH
EXPRESSES GRATITUDE
TO CLEMSON CADETe*

Asheville, N. C.
October 19, 1933
Colonel R. John West
Commandant of Cadets
Clemson College, S. C.
My Dear Colonel West:
I have just learned that the
Clemson Cadet Corps on its recent
trip to Washington paid a visit
to Arlington Cemetery and while
there placed a wreath on the grave
of my husband, the late Lieutenant
James Beaty McHugh.
Will you please convey to the
Cadet Corps my sincere appreciation of its thoughtfulness and kindness as expressed by its act.
As my husband was a Clemson
graduate, I have always had a tender spot in my heart for Clemson
and its welfare. I shall never forget the Corps action in decorating
my husband's grave.

ties of the college and of the won-

THE TIGE'R wishes to express
it gratitude to Mr. John A. Montgomery for the following item from
THE STATE of October 16:
SPEAKING OF SPORTS
By John A. Montgomery
We have discovered the most
popular newspaper in the state. It,
is the CLEMSON TIGER. Armea
with a bundle of papers to peruse
while waiting for the steak to cook
last night, we took our seat in the
coffee shop. "Would you mind my
looking at THE TIGER", asked
another customer.
"I'm an old
Clemson man and it's been years
since I've seen one." He and those
at his table looked through it, then
he returned it with thanks.
"If
you don't mind", said the petit
blonde waitress, "I'd like to look
over it, too." When we left we had
to disturb a big group of customers
at the front who were, poring over
the pages of the Clemson student
publication. (After we had written
the foregoing sentences,—tw_a_ Clemson men dropped into the office and
they too spied THE TIGER and
read it.)

WASHINGTON GHAPTER
ENTERTAINS CADETS

Mrs. J. F. Anderson of the Pickens Regent of the D. A. R. of South
Carolina has arranged a program ot
dedication exercises for Col. Robert
Anderson at the Old Stone Church
near Clemson at 3:30 o'clock on
Luncheon Held at, Hamilton
October 31.
Hotel in Honor of Visiting
The Clemson Cadet Corps will t>e
Alumni
represented at the exercises by a
member of each company and the
regimental staff bugler.
Friday noon , October 13th, the
Washington chapter of the Clemson
alumni held a luncheon at the Hamilton Hotel in Washington, D. C, in
honor of the visiting faculty and
alumni. There was quite a number
of the old grads from a great many
different states present and nearly
Womin F'lyer Proves to Be a every class was represented.
The meeting was quite a success
Fake
and was enjoyed by all present.
If. enabled the old grads to mingle
Glasgow, Scotland—(IP)— Glas- together and meet friends, some of
gow University students are credit- whom they had not seen since leaved with having upset the Whole oi ing school. The Washington ChapGreat Britain with one of the most ter is to be congratulated on the
widespread, hoaxes ever perpetrated wonderful manner in which it enhere.
tertained the Clemson College Cadet
The students in a spirit of jest Corps and visitors to Washington.
told a small town newspaper near The College is proud of this chaphere that a woman flyer named (M|iss ter, which is so loyal and active
N. Tynne had crashed after flying in furthering the interests of Clemalone from Vancouver, hut was not son.
serious injured.
The officers of the Washington
The newspaper, without further Chapter are :Edgar Morris, presiinvestigation, went to press with dent; and John Wiggington, secrethe story. Then the news gathering tary and treasurer. These officers
services picked it up, and soon a have the very loyal support of evLondon newspaper announced in ery alumnus residing in Washington
black headlines: "Mystery Airwo- and all those from Clemson who
man Crashes and Says She Has were so fortunate as to make this
Flown Atlantic."
trip to Washington are under obWhen a huge . crowd gathered at ligations to the Washington alumni
the station of the small town near for the wonderful time given them.
Glasgow to see the flyer, the students revealed that they had inserted the hoax in the paper to
CADETS EXPRESS
i draw a crowd from which they
APPRECIATION
I could solicit local charities.

COLLEGE STUDENTS
FOOL NEWSPAPERS

New York—(IP)— New York
University students have opened a
"curb market" at which they sell
and exchange their used school
books and other college supplies.
Cadet Burl F. Bufkin of Amarillo, Texas, former halfback on the
University of Washington team, has
resigned from West Point and will
return to Washington, he said.

Adding to honors she has won
in beauty contests on the Ohio University campus, Arabelle Chute, junior in the fine arts department, has
been awarded three first prizes for
oil painting entered in competiWith best wishes to all, I am,
tion with other collegiate artists a'
Sincerely yours,
Mrs. J. B. McHugh. the Chicago World's Fair.

26, 1933

SEMI-ANNUAL MEETING OF CLEMSON ALUMNI
CORPORATION HELD IN JEFFERSON HOTEL

ANOTHER ANGLE ON THE ABSENT-MINDED PROF. GAG
The following anecdote was extracted from Mr. "Scoop" Latimer's
column in a recent issue of THE,
GREENVILLE NEWS:
College Presidents Interviewed
Inasmuch as coaches and sports
writers seem to be in a fog about
the game, your elderly reporter
sought expert advice tonight. Dr.
E. W. Sikes, president of Clemson,
was leaning against a hotel chair,
polishing the half moons on his
finger nails with a silk handkerchief.
"Dr. Sikes, who do you think*s
going to win?'" I asked.
"Why, son, the Democrats have
already won."
"No, no, Doctor, I mean who's
going to win the ball game?"
"Oh, the ball game.
Why the
Giants have already won the series."
"No, no, no, Doctor, who's going
to win the Clemson-Carolina football game?"

OCTOBER

Those cadets who went to
Washington wish to formally
express their appreciation to
Captain Hinwood, and Sergeants Wilkinson and West for
their commendable work during the trip.
These men sacrificed their
time while in Washington In
order to provide every possible
chance for the cadets to take
advantage of the opportunities
offered them. Because of their
interest in Clemson and the
cadets, they did far more than
that required of them.
For these services the Corps
of Cadets wishes to express its
sincere appreciation.

Dr. Sikes, Dr. Daniel, and Col. derful spirit displayed by the stuWest Speak to Members
dent body and the alumni.
of Corporation
Doctor Daniel, when introduced,
On October 18 at 7 p.m., at the
Jefferson Hotel in Columbia the
semi-annual meeting of the Clemson Alumni Corporation was held.
At this meeting a bounteous banquet was sponsored by the Columbia chapter.
The banquet was presided over by
S. C. McMeekin, president of the
Columbia chapter, and all those who
know '"Slick", as he is better
known, can realize that it was ably
handled.
At the banquet, which
filled the- main dining room, were
members from the first class ever
to attend Clemson up to the present
class.
They. had as their guests,
Dr. E. W. Sikes, Col. R. John West,
and Dr. D. W. Daniel.
Doctor Sikes delivered a very
forceful address telling the alumni
of the needs of the college and
what was expected of them. His
address was timely and brought
forth thunderous applause. Colonel
West spoke of the military activi-

made probably the most forceful
address he has ever made, and he
has made many, in his long and
useful career.
After the banquet, President McMeekin of the Columbia chapter
turned the meeting over to President James Lynah of the Alumni
Corporation. After discussing various matters of interest to the
alumni and. the college, a resolution was passed unanimously endorsing Coach Jess Neely and his
coaching staff and praising him for
the wonderful work that they are
doing at the college. Those present
pledged to him their whole-hearted
support, assuring him that the
alumni is solidly behind him.
After thanking the Columbia aggregation for their long and loyal
support to all matters pertaining
to Clemson and for the delightful
entertainment accorded them on
this occasion, the meeting adjourned with a cheer led by EarleGraves.

SHORES ATTENDS TAU FROSH ENGAGE P. C.
RETA PICONVENTION FRESHMENTOMORROW
Chicago is Scene of Three-Day Rats Are in Good Shape forThird Game of Year
Meeting of Engineers
According to its custom, Tau Beta
Pi, national honorary engineering
fraternity, held, a National Convention in Chicago October 12, 13,
and 14. Each chapter of the fraternity was asked to send a member to represent it at the meeting,
a. B. Shores, president of the local
cnapter representing the Alpha of
South Carolina.
. .
The Convention was held at the
Knickerbocker Hotel in Chicago ano
all expenses were paid by the fraternity. An extensive program of
entertainment and business was prepared for the pleasure of the representatives from all parts of the
nation.
The attendance at the Convention
was one hundred per cent, there
being bO men there from all over
the United States. It was quite a
cosmopolitan group and comprised,
many important men.
The program for the affair was
as follows:
Thursday, October 12
Morning—Registration
Noon—Luncheon
Afternoon—Business session
Evening—Smoker and a model initiation.
Friday, October 13
Morning—Business session
Noon—Luncheon
Afternoon—Convention picture
Evening—Visit to the World's Fair.
Saturday, October 14
Morning—Business session
Noon—Luncheon
Aftenoon—Business session
Evening—Banquet.
Among the prominent guests were
W. L. Abbott, chief engineer of
Commonwealth Edison, E. J. Mehren, president of the McGraw Hill
Book Co., C. H. Spencer, chief engineer of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, the president of the
Portland Cement Co., and many others.
R. B. Shores reports that a great
deal of work was accomplished and
a most interesting and entertaining
conclave enjoyed by the delegates.

Bob Jones' frosh football aggregation enter their third fracas of
the season when they tackle the little Hose of P. C. down in Clinton
tomorrow afternoon.
The Tiger yearlings have beenputting in some hard practice, and
are all ready for the tilt. In the=
first game of the year, they literally ran Erskine's first year men
to death by marching up and down
the gridiron for an even 50 points.
Against Carolina's Biddies, however, the local team met its equal,,
and the game ended in a 0 to 0
tie.
In the only game of their schedule played thus far, the P. C.
freshmen lost to Carolina, by a.
lone point, 7 to 6.
Both teams have been playing an.
excellent brand of ball, and the;
game tomorrow should be a close
and exciting one.

WASHINGTON TRIP
(Continued from page one)

buildings.
Friday morning a delegation of
cadets visited the State, War, and
Navy Building and presented the=
Chief of Staff with a copy of th&
1933 Taps.
Following this visit
the delegation went to a banquet
held by the Washington Alumni
Club at the Hamilton Hotel.
Friday evening the battalion went
to Griffith Stadium and saw th&.
Tigers stop George Washington'*
offense in the first half and put
on a good offense of their own during the second half. Between thehalves the Senior Platoon gave a
brief exhibition drill which received:
a great hand from the spectators.
Following the drill the Washington
Alumni touched off a colorful display of fireworks.
Saturday morning the battalion
was formed and marched to th*
huge Commerce Building to hear a
brief address by Secretary of Commerce Roper of South Carolina. Mr,
Roper welcomed the cadets and invited them to look over the deGrant Dwyerm student at Ken- partment. The battalion was disyon College, was used as a shield missed here.
The afternoon was put in in
last week by robbers who robbed
a bank in the college town. He sightseeing and 6:30 found the
special train headed South again.
was unhurt.

